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COMMON FIXED POINTS FOR 
COMPATIBLE MAPPINGS OF TYPE (A)

Y. J. Cho, J. P. Kim and T. Kubiak

1. Introduction
The concept of 2~metric spaces has been investigated initially by S. 

Gabler in a series of papers ([3]-[5]) and has been developed extensively 
by S. Gahler and many others.

A 2-metric space is a set X with a real-valued function d on X x 
X x X satisfying the following conditions :

(Mi) For two distinct points x, y in X, there exists a point z in X 
such that d(x,y,2)丰 0,

(M2) z) = 0 if at least two of x, y, z are equal,
(M3) =： d(x.z.y) = d(y,z,x\
(M4) d(x, y〉z) < y, u) + d(xy u, z) + d(u, y, z) for all x, g, z, u in 

X.
The function d is called a 2-metric for the space X and (X》d) denotes 
a 2-metric space. It has been shown by S. Gahler ([3]) that a 2-metric 
d is non-negative and although d is a continuous function of any one 
of its three arguments, it need not be continuous in two arguments. 
A 2-metric d which is continuous in all of its arguments will be called 
continuous.

On the other hand, a number of authors ([1], [2], [6]-[8], [11]一[12]) 
have proved many kinds of fixed point theorems in 2-metric spaces. 
Especially, S.V.R. Naidu and J.R. Prasad ([18]) introduced the concept 
of weakly commuting pairs of self^mappings on a 2-metric space and 
the notion of weak continuity of a 2-metric, respectively, and they have 
proved serveral common fixed point theorems by using the concepts of 
the weakly commuting pairs of self-mappings on a 2-metric space and 
the weak continuity of a 2-metric.
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Recently, G. Jtmgck el al. ([9],[10]) introducted the concepts of com
patible mappings and compatible mappings of type (A) in metric spaces 
and proved some common fixed point theorems for these mappings.

In this paper, we prove some common 요xed point theorems for com
patible mappings of type (A) in 2-metric spaces. Our results extend, 
generalize and improve a number of fixed point theorems for commut
ing and weakly commuting mappings in 2-metric spaces.

2. Compatible mappings of type (A)
In this section, we introduce some definitions, the concepts and some 

properties of compatible mappings and compatible mappings of type 
(A) in 2-metric spaces, and show that these mappings are equivalent 
under some conditions. Throughout this paper, (X： d) denotes a 2- 
metric space with the continuous 2-metric d.

DEFINITION 2.1. A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X,d) is said 
to be convergent to a point x in X, which is denoted by 血咨一* z” = 
if linin-.+oo d(xn, Xjz) = 0 for all z in X* The point x is called the limit 
of the sequence {xn} in X.

DEFINITION 2.2. A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X, d) is said 
to be a Cauchy sequence if Emm,7—8 z) = 0 for aU z in X.

DEFINITION 2.3. A 2-metric space (X, d) is said to be complete if 
every Cauchy sequence in X is convergent. _

DEFINITION 2.4. A mapping S from a 2-metric space (X, d) into 
itself is said to be sequentially continuous at x in X if for every se
quence {xn} in X such that limn-^oo a;, z) = 0 for all z € X)

一*>8 涉St, z)=0.

Note that, in a 2-metric space (X, d), a convergent sequence need 
not be a Cauchy sequence, but every convergent sequence is a Cauchy 
sequence when the 2-metric d is continuous on X ([18]).

DEFINITION 2.5. Let S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X, d) into itself. S and T are said to be weakly commuting if

d(STx^TSx^z) 으 d(SxjTx^ z)

for all € X,
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DEFINITION 2.6. Let S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X,d) into itself. S and T are said to be compatible if

lim d(STxn^TSxn^z) = 0 n—>oo

for all z £ X, whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such that lim^-나8 Sxn 
= limn-t-oo 꼬：rn = t for some t in X.

Note that any commuting mappings are weakly commuting but the 
converse is not true ([18]). In turn, any weakly commuting mappings 
are compatible but the converse is not ture ([9]).

DEFINITION 2.7. Let S and 꼬 be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X,d) into itself. S and T axe said to be compatible of type (A) if

lim d(TSxn^SSxn^z) — 0 and lim d{STxn^TTxn^z) = 0 n—>oo n—>8

for all z G X)whenever {zn} is a sequence in X such that lim^—나8 Sxn 
=limn-，8 Txn = t for some t E X.

The following propositions show that Definitions 2.6 and 2.7 are 
equivalent under some conditions ([17]):

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S and. T be sequentially continuous map
pings from a 2-metric space (X： d) into itself. If S and T are compati
ble, then they are compatible of type (A)

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let S and T be compatible mappings of type 
(A) from a 2-metric space (X,d) into itself. If one of S and T is 
sequentially continuous, then S and T are compatible.

As a direct consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we have the 
following :

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S and T be sequentially continuous map
pings from a 2-metric space (X,d) into itself. Then S and T are com
patible if and only if they 狱e compatible of type (A).

In [10], G.Jtmgck et al. gave two examples to show that Proposition 
2.3 is not ture when two mappings S and T are not continuous. Next, 
we give some properties of compatible mappings of type (A) for our 
main theorems ([17]):
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let S and T be compatible mappings of type 
(A) from a 2-metnc space (X, a) into itself. If St Tt for some t E X, 
then STt = 꼬7, = TSt = SSt.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let S and T be compatible mappings of type (A) 
from a 2-metric space (X, d) into itself. Suppose that limm—8 Sxn = 
limn->8 Txn = t for some t in X. Then we have the following :

(고) lim“_»8 TSxn = St if S is sequentially continuous at t.
(2) STt = TSt and St = Tt if S and T are sequentially continuous 

at t.

3. Some lemmas
In this section, we introduce some lemmas for our mai교 theorems.

Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space (X, d) into 
itself satisfying the following conditions :
(3.1) 4(X) 으 T(X) and 硏X) 으 S(X),
(3.2) there exists an /i € (0.1) such that

Byy z) < /imax(d(Sx, Ty, z), d(Ax^ Sxy z), d(Bg, Ty> z), 
|(d(Ax,Ty, z) + d(By, Sx, z))} 
厶

for all G X.
Then, by (3.1), since 4(X) C T(X), for an arbitray point x0 E X, there 
exists a point x\ e X such that Axo = Tx\. Since B(X) C S(X), for 
this point xi, we can choose a point 旳 £ X such that Bx\ = Sx^ and 
so on. Inductively, we can difine a sequence {yn} in X such that

(3.3) ?/2n = 끄 ^2n+l = 4亿2« and 너T = SN2n+2 =

for n = 0,1,2,....

LEMMA 3.1. Let A, B, S and 꼬 be mappings from a 2-metric spcae 
(X, d) into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). Then we 
have y31yk) = 0 for z, j, A: = 0,1,2,, where {yn } is the sequence 
defined by (3.3).
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Proof. In (3.2), taking x = 旺서一臨 質 = X2n+i 鼠d z = 切小 we have

서-Bx2n4-1)，2n)
< h max{d(Sx2n+2, T^2n-Fl, ?/2n),

d(w4a，2n+2, Sd；2n+2, ；2n), 끄"：2n+l, J/2n),

5(d(4w2n+2,J/2n) ~F d{Bx2n-\-l, *S，^2n+2j 02n))} 
厶

or, equivalently,

^(!/2n4-2,l/2n4-l,y2n) < h max{</(y2n+l, !/2n, J/2n),
^(j/2n4-25j/2n+l, y2n),^(y2n4-l, y2n,J/2n),

5(d(?2n+2)g2E U2n) + ^(?/2n4-l, 列서疽，J/2n))} 
厶

=h max(0, </(y2n+2,!/2n+l, !/2n), 0,0}
= h。(；2서-2"/2세 ；2«)>

which is a contracdiction. Thus, we have rf(y2n+25 02n+i, M2n) = 0. Sim
ilarly, we have 以切거」为2서或,切서3)= 0. Hence, fo호 n = 0,1,2,... , 
it follows that

(3.4) (/(如,四+i, 0^+2)= 0.

Next, for all z G X, let dn(z) = J(yn,yn_)_i,2), n = 0,1,2,... . By
(3.4) , we have

d(gp，서-2,2)< d(^ny g"+2, J/n+i) + d(gn)y-n^x, z) + d(n+i,，서-2)z) 
=d(yn, yn+i, z) + d(yn+1, yn+2,2)
=涉 n(2)+ dn+i(2).

Taking x = X2n-\-2 and y = x2n+i in (3.2), we have
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서T(Z)= d(g&+2"/2n+l, Z)

=d(4z：2n+2, Bx2n^-1)Z)

< 龙max{d(S»2»+2,7快2n+i,z),
d(4l；2n+2, Sa；2n+2, Z)> d(^Bx2n^-l，7以2n+l> Z),

~(d(Ax2n+2, Tx2n+i^) + d(3s+i, Sqm+2 , z))}

(3.5) = h max( J(y2n+1 > yin, ^),
d(y如+2 浦2n+l, z), d(wm+l ,J/2n, z)：

§(d(，2n+2灿小 z) + d(?/2n+l"/2n+l, 2))} 
厶

< hmax{ J2n(z), </2n+i(^), d2n{z\

2(^2n(^) + d物+1(Z))}・

Now, we shall show that {dn(z)} is a non-increasing sequence in 7?+. 
In fact, by (3.2), we have

d&U) < h d2n-i(^) < 由对T(z)

for every integer n. Now, suppose that 爲“(z) > dn(z) for some n. 
By (3.5), we have 6伤冗+1(2)< Ac?2n+i(^) for some h E (0.1), which is a 
contradiction, since d2n+i(^) > 0. Therefore, the sequence {dn(z)} is 
non-increasing in /?+.
Now, we 시aim that dn(ym) = 0 for all non-negative integers m, n.

Case 1. n > m. Then we have 0 = dm(ym) > dn(ym).
Case 2. n < m. By (A/<), we have

^n(ym) — —1) + —1(!/n)
으 1) + ^n(l/n)
=^n(!/Tn —1 )•

By using the above inequality repeatedly, we have

dn(，m) < 1) ^n(?/n) = 0,

which completes the proof of our claim.
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Finally, let i 打 and k be arbitrary non-negative integers. We may 
assume that i < j. By (M4), we have

(yt,yj,yt) < dj(yt) + dj(yk) + d(y,+1,yj, yfc) 
=d(yl+l,yj,yk).

Therefore, by repeatition of the above inequality, we have

d(、第,< d(yt^i,y3,yk) < ■ < d(班,汚,火)=0.

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3.2. Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X, d) into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1) and (3.2). Then the 
sequence {yn} 교ed by (3.3) is a Cauchy sequence in X.

Proof. In the proof of Lemma 3.1, since {處(z)} is a non-increasing 
sequence in by (3.2), we have

di(z) = d(yi,y2,z)

< Zimax{(/(Sx2,Txi,2),d(Az2,S^2,z),
§(d(，4z2,n：i,z) + d㈤;i,Sz2,z))} 
匕

=h max{d(；i, yQ, z), d(y2,yi,z\ d(g” 啊，z), 
；(d(%,3/o,z) + d(yi,g/i,z))}

< h do(z).

In general, we have dn(z) < hndQ(z)^ which implies that limn_>8 dn(z) 
=0. Now, we shall prove that {yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since 
limr—8 djz) = 0, it is sufficient to show that a subsequence {；&} of 
{yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Suppose that the sequence {?/2n} is 
not a Cauchy sequence in X. Then there exist an e > 0 and strictly 
increasing sequences {m^}, (n^} of positive intergers such that k < 
nk <

(3.6) d(加Z € and d(y2nk,y2mk-2^) <
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for all fc = 1,2,... . By Lemma 3.1 and (M), we have

d(g2s » V2mk 9 Z) d(；2恥，2? Z)< d(g2mj&—2,02m* ? Z)

<〈坛5-2(Z)+ dzm*-1(Z)・

Since {d(y2nk, V2mk, z) — e} and {e - d(y2nk,洗皿 一2, z)} are sequences 
in R+ and limn-^oo dn(z) = 0, we have

(3.7) lim d(，2或"/= e and lim d(y2nk,y2mk-2^) = &*—►8 it—^00
Note 난函, by (M&))

(3.8) |d(z, y, a) - d(x, y, &)| < d(a, b, x) + d(a, b, y)

for all x, y,a,b& X. Taking x = y河,，=a, a = y2mic-i and b = y2mk 
in (3.8) and using Lemma 3.1 and (3.7), we have

(3-9) lim d{y2nk, y2mk _i, z) = e.K—^OO
Once again, by using Lemma 3.1, (3.7) and (3.8), we have

占% , y2mk, z) = e and 亀뜨*。d(y2nk-i, y2mk 一 " z) = e.

Thus, by (3.2), we have

d(；2mjE ? !/2n*4-l, 2)

=d(Ax2mfc,Bx2njfc+l,^)
— 龙 max{d(Sz；2”아:, 끄z), 

d(^Ax2mk , Sx2mk ? 2), , Z))

— (d(Ax2mfc ： 끄⑦2服+ 1 j Z)+ d(.Ba；2njfe4-l j Sz&jk ? Z))}

=h max{c?(?/2mfc -1, yink,
d(；2mk , y2mk-1,Z),涉(，2nj& + L，2n*, Z))

；(如/2叫“那雌产)+ a(g：w + l浦2皿-1,2))}. 
乙

Letting k t oo in (3.10) and noting that d is continuous, we have 
€ < /i e < e, which is a contradiction. Therefore, {y2n} is a Cauchy 
sequence in X and so the sequence {yn} defined by (3.3) is a Cauchy 
sequence in X. This completes the proof.

The following lemma was introduced by S.L. Singh ([22], [2이) :

(3.10)
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LEMMA 3.% Let {xn} be a sequence in a complete 2-metric space 
(X, d). If there exists an /i G (0,1) such that

d(:서」,z) W hd{xn—\,z)
for all z E X and n = 1,2,... , then the sequence {xn} is a Cauchy 
sequence in X.

4・ Common fixed point theorems
In this section, we prove two kinds of common fixed point theorems 

for compatible mappings of type (A) in 2-metric spaces. First, by using 
Lemma 3.2, we prove the following :

THEOREM 4.1. Let and T be mappings from a complet 2-
metric space (X)d) into itself satisfying the conditions (3.1), (3.2), (4.1) 
and (4.2):

(4.1) one of A,玖 S and T is sequentially continuous,
(4.2) the pairs A, S and B)꼬 are compatible mappings of type (A). 

Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point in X.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, since the sequence {yn} defined by (3.3) is a 

Cauchy sequence in X and (X, d) is complete, it converges to a point u 
in X and so the subsequences {j/2n} and {；2n+i} of {yn} also conve호ge 
to the point u, that is, {Ax2n}^ {Bx2n+i}5 {$©211+2} and {7以&+「} 
converge to u. Now, suppose that T is sequentially continuous. Since 
B and T are compatible mappings of type (A), by Proposition 2.5, 
we have BTx2n^\^ TTx2n^i t Tu as n —* 00. Putting x = x^n and 
y = 꼬叼”+i in (3.2), we have

A.X2n)BT%2“+1,2)

< 儿］工1必{』(&；2心꼬7气2孔+1,2)〉

(4.3) d(Ax2n, Sx2n, z), d(BTx2n+l, TTx2n+i, z),

5(d(4'2 小 끄7以2서-1,2)+ d(BT )z))}・

As n —* 00 in (4.3), we have
c/(u, Tu, z) < /imax(d(u, Tu, z\ u, 2), d(Tu, Tu, z),

z) + d(Tu, u, z))}

< h d(u、Tu, z),
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which implies 끄it = Again, replacing x by X2n and y by u in (3.2), 
respectively, we have

썬 z) < h max{rf(5x2n> Tu, z), d(Ax2n, Sx2n, z),

d(B% Tu, z), (如2”, Tu, z) + d{Bu, Sx2n. ?))}.
厶

As n —> oo in (4.4), we have

d(% Bu、z) <hmax{<f(u,Tu, z)> d(u,u, z),d(Bu, u, z),
§(d(u, 꼬% z) + J(Bu, u, z))} 
厶

< h d(u, Bu、z),

which implies Bu = u. Since B(X) C S(X), there exists a point w E X 
such that Bu = Sw — u. By using (3.2) again, we have

d(Aw, u, z) = d(Awy Bu, z)
V hmax{d(Swy Tuy z), d(Aw^ S叫 z), d(Bu)Tu^ z), 

?(dQ4m, Tu, z) + S饥 z))}
厶

< h d(A叫 u,

which implies Aw = u. But since A and S are compatible mappings of 
type (A) and Aw = Sw = u, by Proposition 2.4, d(ASwySSw^z) = 0 
and hence we have Au = ASw = SSw = Su. From (3.2), we have also

d(Au, u, z) = d(Au, Bu, z)
으 h max(d(Su5 꼬% z\d(Au, Su, z), d(Bu, Tu, z),

(如,Tu, z) + d(Bu, Su, z))} 
厶

< h d(Au, u, z),

which implies Au = u. Therefore, we Au = Bu = Su = Tu = u、that 
is, u is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T. 꼬he uniqueness of the 
point u follow용 easily from (3.2). Similarly, we can also complete the 
proof when A or 5 or 5" is sequentially continuous. This completes the 
proof.

Putting A — B and S = T in Theorem 4.1, we have the following :
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let A and S be mappings from complete a 2- 
metric space (X, d) into itself satisfying the following conditions :

(4.5) one of A, S is sequentially continuous,
(4.6) 4(X) 으 S(X),
(4.7) A and S are compatible mappings of type (A),
(4.8) there exists an h E (0,1) such that

Ay, z) < hmax{d(Sx1 Sy, z\ d(Axy Sx, z), Sy, z)

Sy, z) + d(Ay, Sx, z))}

for all C X.
Then A and S have a unique common Hxed point in X.

Secondly, by using Lemma 3.3, we prove the following :

THEOREM 4.3. Let A, B, S and T be mappings from a complete 
2-metric space (X〉d) into itself satisfying the conditions (3.2)? (4,2)；
(4.9),  (4.10) and (4.11):

(4.9) AT(X) U BS(X) 으 ST(X),
(4.10) ST = TS,
(4.11) S and T are sequentially continuous.

Then (1) A and S have a common fixed point u in X, (2) B and T 
have a common fixed point u in X. Indeed, the point u is a unique 
common fixed point of A, B, S and T.

Proof Since』47(X)UBS(X) C ST(X), for an arbitrary point xo G 
X)we can construct a sequence (xn} in X such that

ATx 2n = S'끄"：2서-1 히记 BS以2箝+1 — ST ^2n+2 
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for n = 0,1,2,.... By (3.2), we have
d(STx2n^l, S72n+2, Z)

=d(ATx2n,BSx2n+i,z)
< hraax{d(STx2n, TSx2n+1, z),

d(ATx2n, STx2n, z), d(BSx2n+l, TSx2n+l, z)
(.m\ ^(d(ATx2n,TSx2n+l, z) + d(BSx2n+l, STx2n,Z))}
k아. 丄NJ 厶

=hmax{d(STx2n, STx2n+i,z),
d(、STx2n+l, STx2n,巩 d(STx2n+2, STx2n+l, Z),

-(d(STx2n+l, STx2n+-L, Z)+ d(STx2n+2, STx2m •?))) 
乙

=hmax{d(STx2n, STx2n+i,z), ^d(STx2n+2, STx2n, z)} 
厶

and so we have d{STx2n^i,STx2n^ STx2n) = 0. From (4.12), we 
have

d(S끄£&+고, S꼬：%+2,z) < h d(S7噎2n,S&2n+l,Z).
Similarly, we have

d(SF%+2,S&2n+3,z) < h d(S&2“l,S7L%+2)z).
Thus, for n = 0,1,2,..., we have

J(STxn+1,STxn+2?^) < h d{STxn,STxn^.z}
for all z G Xa Therefore, by Lemina 3.3, the sequence {STxn} is a 
Cauchy sequence in X. Since (X, d) is complete, it converges to a 
point u E X and so the subsequences {ATx2n} and {BSx^n^i} of 
{STxn} also converge to the point u.
Now suppose that S is sequentially co교tinuous. Then we have SS꼬t冗 
t Su as n -t oo. Since {ATx2n} and {STx2n} converge to the point 
% by Proposition 2.4, ASTx2n Su as n oo. Thus, putting 
x = STx2n and y =务&+1 in (3.2), we have

d(ASTx2n^
< 九max{d(SS꼬工2而꼬

(4・13) d(ASTx2n, SSTg z), d(BSx2n+1, TSx2n+i, z),

-(d(ASTx2n,TSx2n+l,Z)+ d(BSx2n+l, SSTx2n, z))).
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As n —> oo in (4.13), we have <h u, z) and so, since
h G (0,1), we have Su = u. Again, putting x — u and y =，叼세 in
(3.2) , we have

V /zmax{d(Su,TSx2n4-i,
(4・14) d(Au, Su、z), d(BSx2n^i,TSx2n+i, z),

|(d(Au,7Sr2n+i,^) + d(BS以2卩+1, S板,z))}. 
厶

As n —> oo in (4.14), we have also d(Au,u, z) < h d(Au,w,z) and so 
Au = u. Therefore, Au = Su = u、that is, u is a common fixed point 
of A and S. Similarly, in the case that T is sequentially continuous 
and B、T are compatible mappings of type (A), we have Bu = Tu = u, 
that is, u is a common fixed point of B and T.
Finally, we shall prove that the point u is a unique common fixed point 
of A, B, S and T. In fact, by using (3.2), we have

d(Au, Bu, z) < h max{d(Su, Tu, z), d(Au,Su, Tu, z),

which implies Au = Bu. Therefore, u is a common fixed point of 
A, B, S and T, and the uniqueness of the point u follows easily from
(3.2) . This completes the proof.

REMARK. (1) Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 extend, generalize and improve 
some fixed point theorems for commuting mappings and weakly com
muting mappings in 2-metric spaces ([8], [13], [15], [19], [20], [22]-[24]).

(2) If all mappings in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 are sequentially continu
ous, then Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 are still true even though the condition
(4.3) is replaced by the compatibility from Proposition 2 3.

(3) If we put 4 = B and S — T in Theorem 4.3, then we have also 
Corollary 4.2.
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